Glutamate receptors underlying excitatory synaptic transmission in the rat's lateral superior olive studied in vitro.
Glutamate receptors underlying synaptic excitation in the rat's lateral superior olive were studied by whole-cell patch clamp recordings in a brain slice preparation. Recordings from two morphological types of cells, bipolar and multipolar, identified by intracellular labeling with biocytin, showed that there were no obvious differences in responses mediated or modulated by ionotropic and metabotropic receptors between these two types of neurons. The excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) elicited by ipsilateral stimulation of the trapezoid body consisted of two components. An earlier component, which had faster rise time constant and decay time constant, was mediated by non-NMDA receptors. A later component, which had slower rise time and decay time constants, was mediated by NMDA receptors. Suprathreshold responses (action potentials), which arose from the early component, were always abolished by the non-NMDA antagonist, CNQX, but not by the NMDA antagonist, APV. These results suggest that both non-NMDA and NMDA receptors are present in LSO neurons, and that fast excitatory transmission in LSO is primarily mediated by non-NMDA receptors. The metabotropic glutamate receptor agonists, t-ACPD and L-AP4, reduced the size of EPSPs evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral trapezoid body in LSO neurons; the reductive action of t-ACPD was reversed by the antagonist, MCPG, indicating that metabotropic glutamate receptors, probably group II and III subtypes, can modulate excitatory synaptic transmission in LSO.